Flexible interpretation of a decision rule by supplementary eye field neurons
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Heinen SJ, Hwang H, Yang SN. Flexible interpretation of a decision rule by supplementary eye field neurons. J Neurophysiol 106: 2992–3000, 2011. First published September 7, 2011; doi:10.1152/jn.01134.2010.—Since the environment is in constant flux, decision-making capabilities of the brain must be rapid and flexible. Yet in sensory motion processing pathways of the primate brain where decision making has been extensively studied, the flexibility of neurons is limited by inherent selectivity to motion direction and speed. The supplementary eye field (SEF), an area involved in decision making on moving stimuli, is not strictly a sensory or motor structure, and hence may not suffer such limitations. Here we test whether neurons in the SEF can flexibly interpret the rule of a go/nogo task when the decision boundary in the task changes with each trial. The task rule specified that the animal pursue a moving target with its eyes if and when the target entered a visible zone. The size of the zone was changed from trial to trial in order to shift the decision boundary, and thereby assign different go/nogo significance to the same motion trajectories. Individual SEF neurons interpreted the rule appropriately, signaling go or nogo in compliance with the rule and not the direction of motion. The results provide the first evidence that individual neurons in frontal cortex can flexibly interpret a rule that governs the decision to act.

Successful decision making is a hallmark of higher intelligence. Decisions are often based upon learned rules that link arbitrary stimuli to behaviors that lead to positive outcomes. Often decisions must be made based on an indeterminate range of stimuli that conform to the same rule, and require neural architecture that is flexible in this regard. Motion perception has been commonly adopted as a vehicle to understand sensorimotor decision making because of its well-understood neurophysiology. Recent work has implicated many motion-related structures in visuoocul decision making, including areas MT (medial-temporal cortex) (Britten et al. 1996; Newsome et al. 1989), lateral-inferior parietal (LIP) (Shadlen and Newsome 2001), the frontal eye field (FEF) (Gold and Shadlen 2000, 2003), and the superior colliculus (SC) (Horton and Stryker 1996). However, a neural architecture supporting flexible rule-guided decisions has remained elusive.

In studies that have probed sensory decision making in MT, monkeys decided whether a stimulus moved in one direction or another relative to a decision boundary (e.g., Newsome et al. 1989). In this work, the activity of MT neurons was found to signal the decision (making a leftward or rightward saccade), based on the direction of stimulus motion in relation to the decision boundary. However, since MT is a sensory structure, the response of MT neurons to stimulus motion does not systematically change to reflect a change in the decision boundary (Britten et al. 1996). In LIP, neurons can also signal to which side of a decision boundary stimulus motion is directed (Freedman and Assad 2006). In contrast to MT neurons, the tuning of LIP neurons can change to signal different motion directions after a decision boundary is changed. Specifically, these neurons initially categorized motions with respect to a single decision boundary and, after retraining with a second boundary, categorized the motions with respect to the second boundary but not the first. However, no evidence was provided in this study that LIP neurons have the ability to flexibly categorize motions based on a rapidly changing decision boundary.

We asked whether the supplementary eye field (SEF), a structure further downstream from MT and LIP in sensorimotor processing, might flexibly interpret a go/nogo rule for multiple decision boundaries in a task that we used previously to demonstrate the ability of neurons here to interpret a single boundary (Kim et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2010). The SEF is not directly linked to sensory encoding or motor execution, and is therefore a potential candidate for flexibly encoding decision boundaries. Directional tuning, a prerequisite for sensory motion neurons such as those in MT or LIP and for neurons involved in movement generation such as those in the FEF and SC, is absent or less prominent in the SEF (Schall 1991a; Yang et al. 2010). Evidence that the SEF is more involved in eye movement preparation than execution is the finding that preparatory activity occurs here even if the eye movement is eventually withheld (Schall 1991a). Furthermore, lesions of the SEF have minimal effects on simple pursuit (Fukushima et al. 2003; Tehovnik et al. 2000) or saccade (Schiller and Chou 1998) execution.

In fact, the SEF seems to be a predominantly cognitive structure and therefore a prime candidate for flexible decision making. For example, neurons here are active in a go/nogo ocular decision in which a cue specifies whether or not a saccade is to be suppressed (Stuphorn and Schall 2006). Our previous work has shown that the activity of some SEF neurons conforms to the rule of a go/nogo ocular decision (Kim et al. 2005) and continues to signal the rule even when the monkey makes decision errors (Yang et al. 2010). Furthermore, in tasks where the animal must decide whether to make a saccade to the left or right end of a visual bar, SEF neurons code the saccade to one end of the bar, but not the other, independent of the absolute location of the bar in space or the saccade trajectory (Olson and Gettner 1995, 1999). These results support the ability of the SEF to interpret a decision rule that applies to a specific decision boundary independent of the low-level physical properties of the task stimulus or the ocular response. However, the possibility that neurons here can flexibly inter-
pret a decision rule when the decision boundary changes from trial to trial has not been directly tested.

To this end, in the present study monkeys first performed the standard version of ocular baseball, our go/nogo decision task (Heinen et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2010). In the task, the monkey decided whether to pursue a moving target given the following rule: If the target intersects a visible square on the screen (the plate), smooth pursuit is required; if not, fixation must be maintained. The corner of the plate determined the decision boundary, i.e., the angle of a virtual trajectory that separates go (strike) trajectories from nogo (ball) trajectories. Neurons that displayed higher activity for strike trials than for ball trials (or vice versa) were classified as task related and were tested further with a modified version of the ocular baseball task. In this version, we changed the decision boundary randomly from trial to trial by manipulating plate size so that the same trajectory specified strike or ball on different trials. Activity of task-related SEF neurons was then analyzed to determine whether it reflected the changing decision boundary.

METHODS

Surgery

Surgery was performed on two adolescent Macaca mulatta monkeys under aseptic conditions in order to implant a recording chamber over the SEF, a head holder, and an eye coil. With the monkey under isoflurane gas anesthesia, a 2-cm craniotomy was trephined in the skull centered at 24 mm anterior in Horsley-Clark stereotaxic coordinates (Richmond and Optican 1987). A stainless steel recording chamber with an inner diameter of 1.4 cm was positioned over the craniotomy and secured along with the other implants with dental acrylic. The eye coil was implanted under the conjunctiva of one eye. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and were in compliance with the guidelines set forth in the United States Public Health Service Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Tasks

Standard ocular baseball task. Each trial began with the appearance of a 0.5° diameter white spot located at the center of the screen and surrounded by a visible square zone that we refer to as the “plate.” In the standard task, the plate was 12° by 12° and constant across trials (see Fig. 1A, top). To trigger the onset of the moving target (also a white spot of 0.5° diameter), the monkey had to maintain its gaze within a 4° invisible square window centered at the fixation point for 500 ms. At the end of the fixation period, a target appeared 20° to the left or right of the fixation point and moved at a constant velocity from the periphery with a trajectory that either intersected or bypassed the plate. The total motion duration in each trial was 1,200 ms. The periphery with a trajectory that either intersected or bypassed the plate. The total motion duration in each trial was 1,200 ms. The time when neuronal activity first became different for strike and ball trials (separation time), spike density values were first smoothed with a moving average window (width 20 ms, step 20 ms) with higher activity during ball trials is defined as a ball neuron. The initial separation time is defined as a strike neuron, and a neuron with higher activity during ball trials is defined as a ball neuron. Separation times were also computed with an alpha function (Gabbi-
to detect the signal depends upon the standard deviations of these two distributions and the distance between their means. A z score transformation is used to standardize detectability measures by expressing them as a function of the standard deviation of the hypothetical likelihood distributions with the equation

\[
  z = \frac{(M_N - M_{S+N})}{SD_{S+N}}
\]

where \(M_N\) is the mean of the “noise” distribution, \(M_{S+N}\) is the mean of the “signal + noise” distribution, and \(SD_{S+N}\) is the standard deviation of the “signal + noise” distribution.

In the present study, the data for the psychometric functions were obtained directly from the probability that the monkey would pursue a target with a strike or ball motion angle. Neurometric functions are analogous to these in that they yield the probability that a neuron’s activity correctly signals a target with a strike or ball trajectory angle. In perceptual discrimination tasks used in previous studies (e.g., Newsome et al. 1989), the observer must detect the difference between a standard and a test, the standard being considered “noise” and the test as “signal + noise.” In our study, the activity from each trial was used to construct a frequency distribution of firing rate for each target angle. The z score was calculated for each test distribution with Eq. 1, where \(M_N\) is the mean firing rate of the strike target distribution for ball neurons and ball target distribution for strike neurons and \(M_{S+N}\), and \(SD_{S+N}\) are the mean and standard deviation of the strike target distribution for strike neurons and ball target distribution for ball neurons. A table of the standard normal distribution was then used to determine the proportion of the distribution that was located below each z score. These proportions are analogous to the proportion of strike and ball judgments that are used to plot the monkey’s neurometric functions and, as in the construction of the psychometric functions, can be plotted as a function of target trajectory, creating a neurometric function. The data points were fit by a Weibull function of the form

\[
f(x) = \gamma - (\gamma - \delta) \cdot \exp\left[-\frac{x}{\alpha}\right]^{\beta}
\]

where \(x\) ranges from the minimum to the maximum angle of the target trajectory, \(\alpha\) is the subjective decision boundary, \(\gamma\) is the maximum value of the function, \(\delta\) is the minimum value, and \(\beta\) is the slope.

We first fit the data in the single-plate condition of standard baseball [mean \(R^2\) of fit (±SD): neurometric 0.91 ± 0.21, psychometric 0.99 ± 0.01]. Since we wished to know whether the monkey and neuron could adjust to a decision boundary change in a similar fashion, we then compared the shift of the psychometric and neurometric functions after the decision boundary was changed in the two-plate experiment. The large plate in the two-plate experiment could not be used to compute the decision boundary because both trajectories were strike trajectories; we only used the small plate data, which produced strike and ball data points from the 10° and 20° trajectories, respectively. To quantify the change in the probability of ball response due to change in the decision boundary, we substituted the data points corresponding to 10° and 20° in the single-plate condition with that in the two-plate condition and fit them with a Weibull function [mean \(R^2\) of fit (±SD): neurometric 0.74 ± 0.28, psychometric 0.99 ± 0.004]. We quantified the amount of angular shift of the decision boundary in the psychometric and neurometric functions by subtracting \(\alpha\) of the best-fit Weibull function in the one-plate condition from that in the two-plate condition for both behavioral and neural data.

RESULTS

SEF neurons were screened to identify those related to the strike/ball ocular decision. Figure 1B shows the Cartesian representation of eye position in relation to the plate and target trajectory for a typical block of trials with 10° strike angles and 40° ball angles, respectively, illustrating that the monkey successfully observed the rule of ocular baseball. Figure 1C plots eye velocity traces aligned on plate intersection, showing that the onset of pursuit eye movements, which were sometimes preceded by saccades, often predicted the time of plate intersection (median latency = 112 ms after plate intersection).

Of 153 neurons recorded from the SEF of two monkeys, 48 were differentially active in strike and ball trials in the delay period during standard ocular baseball. Consistent with previous literature (Kim et al. 2005), the activity of one population

---

**Fig. 1. Standard ocular baseball.** A: task schematics. **Top:** spatial layout, showing 16 possible target trajectories in relation to the visible 12° plate on the screen. The dot at the center is the fixation spot. Trajectory angles are 10°, 20°, 30°, and 40° with respect to the horizontal meridian. Four trajectories are color coded to illustrate strike (green) and ball (red) trajectories. In each trial, a target appeared at 20° left or right in the periphery and moved inward at 30°/s. **Bottom:** the temporal events for each trial. The vertical lines show plate intersection times for trials with different angles of horizontal deviation. B: Cartesian eye position from a single block of strike and ball trials. C: radial eye velocity for the same block of trials. D: mean spike rate for a strike neuron in strike (green) and ball (red) trials. The vertical lines indicate corresponding plate intersection times. E: mean spike rate for a ball neuron.
of SEF neurons was higher during strike than during ball trials in the delay period \((n = 37)\) (see example in Fig. 1D). A second, smaller, complementary population had higher activity during ball trials \((n = 11)\) (see example in Fig. 1E). Note that strike- or ball-related activity of a given neuron could occur if the cell were merely tuned to a single motion trajectory and/or movement direction because its activity could weight the mean toward either option. However, for the example strike and ball neurons depicted in Fig. 1, D and E, it can be seen that this is not the case. For the strike neuron here, activity for most of the strike trajectories was higher than that observed for the ball trajectories, and vice versa for the ball neuron.

To determine directional tuning for the population of task-related neurons that we recorded, we computed a directional index (DI) for each cell, using the following formula:

\[
DI = \frac{\mu_{\text{pref}} - \mu_{\text{opp}}}{\mu_{\text{pref}} + \mu_{\text{opp}}}
\]

where \(\mu_{\text{pref}}\) is the mean firing rate for the preferred direction in the delay period, derived from the two trajectories that specify the same rule and have the highest pooled mean spike rate compared with the other right pairs of trajectories. \(\mu_{\text{opp}}\) is the mean firing rate for the opposite direction in the delay period, derived from the two opposite trajectories.

We also computed a “rule index” (RI) for each neuron, using logic analogous to that used to compute DI. Conceptually, we tested whether the activity for the preferred direction of the neuron in the delay period was different from the activity obtained for the nearest angles that conformed to the opposite rule. The formula for computing RI is

\[
RI = \left| \frac{\mu_{\text{pref}} - \mu_{\text{rule.diff}}}{\mu_{\text{pref}} + \mu_{\text{rule.diff}}} \right|
\]

where \(\mu_{\text{rule.diff}}\) is the mean firing rate for the two trajectories adjacent to the preferred trajectories, which specify a different ocular decision.

Figure 2 shows the population DIs and RIs for the population of task-related neurons. The mean DI was 0.173, and 39% of the cells we recorded did not have significant directional tuning. The mean RI was 0.203, and only 18% of the neurons did not have significant rule tuning. Therefore, activity of these cells before plate intersection is consistent with the neurons interpreting the rule and signaling appropriate behavior. For simplicity, we will discuss in the text the results for strike neurons, although population data will be shown for both types of cells.

We sought to determine whether SEF neurons that specify the rule of ocular baseball are interpreting the rule online, as opposed to learning to classify a set of specific motion trajectories as occurs with LIP neurons (Freedman and Assad 2006). If the neurons are classifying motion trajectories, they should respond the same for a given trajectory regardless of whether it signals strike or ball. Conversely, if they are interpreting the rule, they should respond differently for the same trajectory when the decision boundary is changed and that trajectory specifies a different behavior. To distinguish between these alternatives, results from the 2P1T tasks for the same population of SEF neurons were compared with those in the standard baseball task. Figure 3A shows the spatial diagram of the 2P1T task. In it, plate size was alternated randomly between 8° and 16° on each trial, and the trajectory angle remained fixed at 20° relative to the horizontal meridian. Here, the identical trajectory specifies strike with the large plate and ball with the small plate.

Figure 3B shows the activity of an example baseball neuron for the four trajectories for the large plate and the small plate. The activity for the strike trajectories (with the large plate) was always higher than that accompanying the ball trajectories (with the small plate), suggesting that the neuron was interpreting the baseball rule rather than encoding a specific motion angle or trajectory. Figure 3C shows this was the case across the population of neurons. Here it can be seen that most neurons that reflected the rule in standard baseball continued to signal strike and ball despite the unchanging trajectory, as indicated by most points being above the diagonal line in Fig. 3C. A MANOVA test showed that the population of neurons as a whole was more likely to signal its preferred rule state \((d = 1, \lambda = 0.192, P < 0.01, df = 83)\).

Interestingly, the neurons in the two-plate experiment appeared to discriminate strike and ball trials after the plate appeared and before the target began to move (see Fig. 3B). Note that in standard baseball all separation times occurred after the target moved (spike density: median = 250 ms; alpha function: median = 260 ms). In 2P1T, separation time often occurred before the target moved (spike density: median = −80 ms; alpha function: median = −45 ms), when only the plate was present, suggesting that the neurons were interpreting the ocular base-
METHODS). The solid vertical line indicates when the target began to move.

Fig. 4. Cumulative percentile of separation times in standard and 2-plate baseball. Separation time is defined as the time at which the activity of the neuron first became statistically different between strike and ball trials (see METHODS). The solid vertical line indicates when the target began to move.

Ball rule based on plate size. Since plate size uniquely specified strike or ball in that experiment, it would be possible for a neuron to discriminate strike and ball trials based on plate size alone without interpreting the ocular baseball rule that concerns the plate-trajectory relationship. In fact, as shown in Fig. 4, most neurons tested in this experiment (30/41) showed higher activity for the large plate than the small plate before the target moved. This result implies that the cells, while not classifying motion trajectories, might still be classifying another simple sensory property, e.g., plate size, and are still unable to interpret flexibly the relationship between the target and the plate specified by the ocular baseball rule. Note that the lower number of cells in this experiment (41 instead of 48) resulted from too few trials being recorded during this task from some SEF neurons.

To test whether the plate size was being classified by these cells, some SEF neurons were subjected to a second version of the two-plate task, the 2P2T, in which plate size and trajectory angle were randomly varied from trial to trial so that neither by itself uniquely specified the rule. As shown in Fig. 5, the 2P2T task requires that the monkey (and neurons) account for the relationship between the trajectory and plate to generate a proper strike or ball signal. Here, with the smaller 8° plate, the 10° trajectory specified strike and the 20° trajectory specified ball, as indicated respectively by the green and red trajectories in Fig. 5A, bottom. For the larger 16° plate, both the 10° and 20° trajectories specified strike. In this paradigm, if neuronal activity merely reflected plate size, activity for the 10° and 20° trajectories should be the same for the same size plate, and activity for the 10° trajectories should be different for the small and large plates.

Figure 5B shows an example neuron’s response during the 2P2T task. The neuron appears not merely to classify plate size, because its activity is similar for the 10° strike trajectories for the two plate sizes and different for the ball and strike trajectories in the 8° plate condition. Therefore, the neuron apparently used both plate size and trajectory information to signal strike or ball. This was true for the population: Fig. 5C shows that with the small plate the activity of most strike neurons in the delay period was higher for the 10° than 20° trajectories, and vice versa for ball neurons. A MANOVA test showed that the population of neurons as a whole was significantly more likely to signal its preferred rule state (d = 1, λ = 0.170, P < 0.01, df = 31). For the large plate, neural activity was not significantly different between the 10° and 20° trajectories (Fig. 5D), as shown by a MANOVA test (d = 0, λ = 0.260, P > 0.01, df = 35).

Interestingly, these neurons also appear to utilize plate size to signal the likelihood of strike and ball trials at an early time, similar to how LIP neurons encode the probability of appearance of different stimuli (Yang and Shadlen 2007). Figure 5E shows activity of the same strike neuron as in Fig. 5b, but now collapsed so that only one trace per angle is shown. Note that the early activity of the neuron is higher for the large plate than for the small plate, presumably because of the higher probability of a strike trial with the large plate. Note that the activity of the neuron then changes to reflect the rule after the target begins to move. Figure 5F summarizes the population data for the early activity (before target onset). Note that the activity of most neurons is correlated with the probability of a strike or ball trial associated with a given plate size. A MANOVA test showed the population of neurons to be significantly more active when the plate size correlated with the cell’s preferred rule state (d = 1, λ = 0.409, P < 0.01, df = 67).

A goal of decision-making research is to relate the activity of single neurons to the behavior of the animal. In the Newsome
et al. (1989) task, the monkey indicates with a saccade whether a stimulus moves with an angle clockwise or counterclockwise to a decision boundary. An MT neuron with appropriate directional selectivity can reflect the animal’s decision in the task if the decision boundary remains fixed. However, rotating the decision boundary affects how well the activity of the neuron echoes the behavioral decision, and can even render it unrelated to that decision (Britten et al. 1996).

We wished to know how well SEF neurons interpreted the decision rule when the boundary was shifted in our experiment, and to compare neuronal activity with the monkeys’ behavior when the shift occurred. To quantify and compare the decisions of the neurons and the monkeys, we computed neurometric functions and psychometric functions from the activity of neurons and behavior of the monkeys in 16 recording sessions (see METHODS). Figure 6A shows the potential trajectory angles and the objective decision boundary (the angle that differentiates strike and ball trajectories) based on the plate-trajectory relationship. The decision boundary was 23.2° for the 12° plate and 16° for the 16° plate in the standard oculocubal baseball experiment, different from the 16° and 8° plate sizes in the 2P2T experiment, which had decision boundaries of 33.7° and 14.0°, respectively (only the decision boundaries for the small plate are shown in Fig. 6A). The large plate in the 2P2T experiment was not used because both trajectories were strikes.

Figure 6B shows typical neurometric and psychometric functions for a representative neuron and the accompanying behavior of the monkey in the standard baseball task and after the decision boundary was shifted in the 2P2T task. Both the neuron and the monkey appear to interpret the rule correctly despite the shift in decision boundary. To quantify the extent to which the population of neurons agreed with the behavior in observing the decision boundary, we first took the angle of α produced by the Weibull fit (see METHODS) as an indicator of the subjective decision boundary that the monkey or a given neuron chose. Next, we constructed a cumulative distribution of the difference in α for each pair of psychometric and neurometric functions for all 16 recording sessions (Fig. 6C). The medians of angular shift in the subjective decision boundaries are comparable for the psychometric and neurometric functions, as indicated by the vertical lines in Fig. 6C. A paired t-test showed that the mean (±SD) angular shifts in the subjective decision boundaries for the psychometric (−7.22 ± 5.27°) and neurometric (−5.72 ± 16.28°) functions over all recording sessions were not significantly different (P = 0.73), as shown in Fig. 6D. Therefore, the activity of SEF neurons appears to interpret the decision rule of oculocubal baseball online on a trial-by-trial basis consistent with both the shifting decision boundary and the decision boundary for the animal’s behavioral choice.
Fig. 6. Comparing choices of neuron and monkey in ocular baseball relative to a decision boundary change. A: decision boundaries in standard ocular baseball (top) and the 2P2T experiment (bottom). Green and red arrows indicate strike and ball trajectories (alternating red/green trajectory is either a strike or ball trajectory depending on plate size), and black solid and dashed lines show objective decision boundaries for the 12° plate in standard ocular baseball (DB1) and for the 8° plate in 2P2T baseball with the small plate size (DB2), respectively. B: typical psychometric and neurometric functions for standard ocular baseball (solid curves) and small-plate trials in the 2P2T experiment (dashed curves), obtained from an example SEF strike neuron. The solid and dashed arrows below the x-axis mark objective decision boundaries for standard baseball (23.2°) and small-plate 2P2T (14.0°) baseball, respectively. Solid and dashed vertical lines indicate the corresponding subjective decision boundaries derived from the computed coefficients of fits (see METHODS). C: cumulative percentiles for the shifts in psychometric and SEF cell neurometric functions following the decision boundary change from DB1 to DB2. Vertical lines indicate the median angular shift in the subjective decision boundary. Note that both functions are shifted to the left, consistent with a shift in the objective decision boundary from the 12° plate to the smaller 8° plate. Note also that both functions are shifted by a similar amount, indicating that the animal and neuron interpreted the decision boundary shift similarly. D: summary of the shift. Error bars indicate the SE of the mean degree of angle in shift.

DISCUSSION

In the present study we used our ocular baseball decision paradigm to determine whether the SEF, a structure involved in the preparation but not execution of eye movements, could flexibly interpret a strike-ball task rule governing motion trajectories when the same trajectories specified either strike or ball in different contexts. Specifically, we changed the decision boundary from trial to trial in the task by altering the size of the plate that dictated whether a given trajectory specified strike (pursue the target) or ball (fixate). As a result, the same motion trajectory could specify a different rule state (strike or ball) based on the decision boundary that was specified in a given trial. We found that SEF neurons continued to interpret the task rule reliably when the decision boundary was changed, and did so by shifting their subjective decision boundary on a trial-by-trial basis. Our work thus provides evidence of a neural structure that flexibly interprets motion stimuli within the context of a task rule in order to rapidly signal different motor decisions to the same motor stimulus and the same motor decision to different motor stimuli.

Sensorimotor decision making involves a cascade of stages, from deciding the perceptual category of stimuli to selecting a response from multiple alternatives. Some neural structures, such as MT, are at the perceptual stage. In experiments conducted in MT, monkeys indicate whether a stimulus moves in a direction with an angle clockwise or counterclockwise to a decision boundary [e.g., decide whether the motion has a rightward or leftward component relative to up (Newsome et al. 1989)]. Sensory motion neurons such as those in MT can signal perceptual decisions by their activity level, since activity is higher for a single “preferred” direction than others. Therefore, if a given neuron is sensitive to a certain range of motion directions relative to a decision boundary, it can signal the appropriate decision with a high degree of precision (Jazayeri and Movshon 2007). However, if the decision boundary is changed (e.g., decide if the motion is up or down relative to horizontal), the same neuron continues to respond best to the motion direction it preferred before the change (Britten et al. 1996), and therefore does not necessarily continue to reflect the decision.

For the results of perceptual categorization to affect movement decisions, additional transformations must occur beyond MT. LIP, unlike MT, has neurons that can classify the same motion directions differently when a decision boundary is changed (Freedman and Assad 2006). However, in this work the animals were retrained before the activity of neurons there was found to calibrate to the new boundary, and the task only required the animals to encode a single decision boundary at the time they were tested. Therefore, although LIP neurons can adjust to encode different decision boundaries, there is no evidence that they can simultaneously encode multiple boundaries and continue to interpret them when they change rapidly. Given that the SEF appears to be at a stage in the decision hierarchy with capabilities that surpass those observed in MT and LIP, SEF neurons in our study were relatively insensitive to specific angles or trajectories of target motion and continued to interpret the rule of our task when the decision boundary was changed. In addition, the neurons adjusted rapidly to the change from trial to trial. Therefore, the SEF likely lies beyond the relatively inflexible motion perception decision circuitry in MT and LIP.

Furthermore, the SEF does not appear to be strictly a component of motor decision circuitry for several reasons. For one, it appears that neurons here are not involved in specifying movement parameters, since SEF neurons related to ocular baseball show weak or no directional tuning (see Fig. 2), whereas movement cells should be tuned to specific movement directions. Additionally, the neurons we report here were differentially active
during the delay period in standard baseball on average 324 ms before the movement, and earlier still in the two-plate experiment (170 ms before the target moved), which is too early to generate a movement command given that the latency of smooth pursuit in monkeys is ~80 ms (Lisberger and Westbrook 1985). Moreover, in the 2P2T experiment, many neurons reversed their decision in the course of the trial (see Fig. 5E). These neurons signaled early a decision that appeared to reflect the different probabilities of balls and strikes for a given plate size, analogous to probabilistic reasoning by LIP neurons (Shadlen and Newsome 2001). Shortly after target motion began, but still long before the pursuit movement was executed, their activity changed to reflect the rule governing the target/plate relationship. Finally, and most critically, while SEF neurons signal the rule of the task, they do not reflect the behavior when errors are made (Yang et al. 2010).

If not involved in perceptual or motor aspects of decision making, where does the SEF lie in the neural decision cascade given our results? SEF neurons appear unique in that they do not encode sensory motion or issue motor commands; rather, they seem to interpret an abstract rule for a movement decision, and do so in a flexible fashion. We believe that the SEF is at a “perceptual-motor interface” in the decision-making process, lying between perceptual decision-making structures MT and likely LIP and motor output structures such as the FEF, which encodes the eventual decision response (Gold and Shadlen 2000). Because of this, and because the SEF is involved in movement preparation even when the movement is withheld (Schall 1991a), this structure appears to be distinctively suited to interpret a strike/ball decision rule flexibly. Using trajectory information conveyed from sensory motion regions, and/or through an interaction with the FEF where neurons have been shown to extrapolate target trajectory (Ferrera et al. 2010), the SEF might interpret the ocular baseball rule by specifying the desired decision in the context of the if/then contingencies that the rule imposes. Specifically, if the trajectory is predicted to cross the plate, the neurons interpret that movement is appropriate and generate preparatory activity. If the trajectory is predicted not to cross the plate, the neurons interpret that movement is inappropriate and signal that it be withheld. Thus the SEF bridges the margin between the strike/ball perception and the go/nogo motor response because neurons here interpret strike/ball to mean go/nogo.

There is evidence that the FEF, like LIP, can categorize motion and does so in a flexible fashion (Ferrera et al. 2009). In that study, monkeys classified a given speed motion with respect to either a low or high speed category boundary and signaled their choice by making a saccade to one of two spatially separated targets. While the animal viewed the moving stimuli, the activity of a population of FEF neurons was modulated by the category boundary from trial to trial. This result suggests that FEF neurons flexibly categorize speeds with respect to different decision boundaries, similar to how SEF neurons in the present study flexibly interpret the rule of our task when a decision boundary rapidly changes.

However, we do not think that the FEF and the SEF play similar roles in decision making, since the FEF is more related to generating eye movements than the premotor SEF (Schall 1991b). In accordance with the motor character of the FEF, in Ferrera et al. (2009) when a saccade was used to signal the decision, a significant amount of the activity of FEF neurons had a motor component. Saccades toward one chosen target location evoked a response that averaged 19% stronger than the response toward the other location (Ferrera et al. 2009, supplementary material). Even though target position was randomized, target position and target direction still significantly contributed to the response in 33% and 45% of the neurons, respectively. Moreover, the FEF provides a readout of the results of the decision process and is therefore likely located beyond the SEF, toward the end of the neural decision cascade (Gold and Shadlen 2000). Consistent with this, FEF neurons discriminate the rule state in our ocular baseball task significantly later than SEF neurons (Yang et al. 2009). A final difference between the FEF and SEF in decision making is that the FEF activity in Ferrera et al. (2009) reflects motion classification rather than rule interpretation, which our results suggest is an SEF function.

Given that the SEF does not ultimately enforce ocular decisions, how might its activity be used in the decision process? Our data suggest that this region interprets stimulus contingencies when rapid ocular decisions are required. If the contingencies are favorable for an ocular response, the SEF relays a “tentative” strike signal in the form of preparatory activity to a structure that is anatomically and functionally closer to where movement is generated. If the contingencies are unfavorable, a tentative ball signal would instead be relayed. In this scheme, the rule-related information is summed in the movement structure with other neural information relevant to the decision.

A potential summing junction for ocular decision making is the FEF, which has strong reciprocal connections with the SEF (Barbas and Pandya 1991). The FEF is likely closer to the motor output than the SEF, because neurons here have sharper tuning for visual stimuli and saccades than those in the SEF (Schall 1991b), and smaller currents are required to evoke saccades in the FEF during fixation (Tehovnik and Sommer 1997). Furthermore, the FEF pursuit region (FEFsem) appears downstream from decision making processes and is involved in generating pursuit dynamics (Mahaffy and Krauzlis 2011a, 2011b). Pursuit can also be electrically evoked in the FEFsem (e.g., Tehovnik and Sommer 1997), whereas it can only be modulated by SEF stimulation in alert primates (Missal and Hein 2001). The FEF also receives input from the substantia nigra of basal ganglia (Lynch et al. 1994), a region that encodes expected reward, which is another component of decision making (Sato and Hikosaka 2002). Neural signals generated in the SEF, the basal ganglia, and other neural substrates are likely summed in the FEF in the process of rendering the eventual ocular decision.

The SEF is also involved in anticipatory eye movement generation (Heinen and Liu 1997; Missal and Hein 2004) and eye movement control guided by expectation (de Hemptinne et al. 2008). Appropriate anticipation and expectation might also benefit from knowing contingencies that are imposed by rules, and given that the SEF interprets the ocular baseball rule, the efficacy of anticipation and expectation processes could be enhanced with this information. That anticipation and expectation interact with rule interpretation is supported by the putative probabilistic coding of plate size and target trajectories shown in Fig. 5E.

In conclusion, the ball and strike activity generated by the SEF might provide primates with an option to override reflexive behavior by facilitating decision making in situations where behaving according to learned rules maximizes reward. Furthermore, the flexible nature of rule interpretation exhibited by
SEF neurons allows rapid behavior that could minimize penalties imposed by reaction time delays.
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